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rVSV-Spike (rVSV-S) is a recombinant viral vaccine candidate under development to control the
COVID-19 pandemic and is currently in phase II clinical trials. rVSV-S induces neutralizing antibodies
and protects against SARS-CoV-2 infection in animal models. Bringing rVSV-S to clinical trials required
the development of a scalable downstream process for the production of rVSV-S that can meet regulatory
guidelines. The objective of this study was the development of the first downstream unit operations for
cell-culture-derived rVSV-S, namely, the removal of nucleic acid contamination, the clarification and con-
centration of viral harvested supernatant, and buffer exchange. Retaining the infectivity of the rVSV-S
during the downstream process was challenged by the shear sensitivity of the enveloped rVSV-S and
its membrane protruding spike protein. Through a series of screening experiments, we evaluated and
established the required endonuclease treatment conditions, filter train composition, and hollow
fiber-tangential flow filtration parameters to remove large particles, reduce the load of impurities, and
concentrate and exchange the buffer while retaining rVSV-S infectivity. The combined effect of the first
unit operations on viral recovery and the removal of critical impurities was examined during scale-up
experiments. Overall, approximately 40% of viral recovery was obtained and the regulatory requirements
of less than 10 ng host cell DNA per dose were met. However, while 86–97% of the host cell proteins were
removed, the regulatory acceptable HCP levels were not achieved, requiring subsequent purification and
polishing steps. The results we obtained during the scale-up experiments were similar to those obtained
during the screening experiments, indicating the scalability of the process. The findings of this study set
the foundation for the development of a complete downstream manufacturing process, requiring
subsequent purification and polishing unit operations for clinical preparations of rVSV-S.

� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The current COVID-19 pandemic caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) presented a
significant challenge for the rapid development and scaled-up
mass production of an efficient vaccine as the means to control
the pandemic. Several different vaccination strategies have been
developed in the last year against SARS-CoV-2, including nucleic
acid (DNA and RNA), virus-like particle, recombinant protein,
peptide, inactivated virus, and viral vector (replicating and non-
replicating) approaches [1]. Viral vector technology involves the
delivery of one or more genes that encode a target antigen within
an unrelated, engineered virus. The viral vector can be replication-
competent (live attenuated) or replication-deficient [2].

Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) is a member of the Rhabdoviri-
dae family that primarily affects rodents, cattle, swine, and horses.
Despite its broad host range, naturally occurring human infections
with VSV are rare [3]. VSV has a rigid ‘‘bullet” shape. The virion has
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a lipid envelope decorated with glycoprotein (G) spikes that
enclose a nucleocapsid composed of RNA plus nucleoprotein (N)
and an associated matrix formed by (M) proteins [4]. Intact virions
are approximately 70 nm in diameter and 180 nm long [5].
Recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus (rVSV) is a highly suitable
vector-vaccine platform. rVSV elicits strong humoral and cellular
immune responses towards expressed heterologous antigens,
rapidly confers long-term immunity [6], has a low probability of
pre-existing immunity in vaccine recipients [2], and is sensitive
to IFN-a/b, thus contributing to its safety [7]. The rVSV platform
was established as a safe and efficacious live-attenuated vaccine
and vector for the prevention or treatment of infectious diseases
and cancer [8].

rVSV-DG-spike (rVSV-S) is a recombinant replication-
competent VSV-based vaccine candidate under development by
the Israel Institute for Biological Research (IIBR) that is currently
in phase II of clinical trials (1 � 105 –1 � 108 plaque-forming units

(PFU)/dose, prime-boost, https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/

NCT04608305). rVSV-S expresses the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
instead of the glycoprotein (G) of VSV [9]. The SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein binds to the host cell receptor angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2), mediating viral cell entry [10]. The total length
of spike protein is 1273 amino acids, and its molecular weight is
180–200 kDa. Spike protein trimers visually form a characteristic
bulbous, crown-like halo surrounding the viral particle [11].
rVSV-S resembles the SARS-CoV-2 in spike expression properties,
antigenicity, and ability to induce neutralizing Th1-favored anti-
bodies. Moreover, a single-dose vaccination of a golden Syrian
hamster model with rVSV-S elicited a safe, effective, and sufficient
neutralizing antibody response against SARS-CoV-2 challenge. The
vaccination protected SARS-CoV-2 inoculation, as manifested by
reduced morbidity, lung protection, and rapid viral clearance [9].
Additionally, recent work demonstrated the induction of
efficacious and protective immunity in mice using a VSV-eGFP-
SARS-CoV-2 vector [12].

Bringing rVSV-S to clinical trials requires the development of a
downstream process (DSP) suitable for scale-up to eliminate
impurities, either process-related (e.g., DNase, extractables, and
leachables) or product-related (e.g., host cell proteins (HCPs) and
host cell DNA (hc-DNA)). The ultimate goal of a DSP is to obtain
sufficient product with high purity, potency, and quality that can
meet the stringent guidelines of the regulatory authorities.

The DSP of cell-culture-derived viral vaccines involves several
unit operations. The first unit operations include, in most cases,
endonuclease digestion of the harvested supernatant, the
clarification of large particles, concentration and buffer exchanges,
and initial purification. Advanced unit operations include purifica-
tion, polishing, and sterile filtration [13]. To our knowledge, no pre-
viously published study has described the systematic development
of a DSP for rVSV. However, Ausubel et al. and two patents describe
a DSP for rVSV. The DSP described by Ausubel et al. [14] is com-
posed of a filter train clarification step, endonuclease digestion,
anion-exchange chromatography, TFF, and sterile filtration. The
first DSP patent is composed of two stages of clarifications (cen-
trifugation and filtration), anion-exchange membrane adsorber
chromatography, hollow fiber-tangential flow filtration (HF-TFF),
and sterile filtration [15]. The second DSP patent is composed of fil-
ter clarification, endonuclease digestion, HF-TFF, and sterile filtra-
tion [16]. The three rVSV DSPs differ over the DNA removal stage
and anion-exchange chromatography and share the clarification,
TFF, and sterile filtration processing stages. During TFF, the cross-
flow at the membrane surface creates a tangential sweeping action
that reduces gel layer formation and membrane fouling [17]. Viral
particles are enriched on the retentate side of the membrane, while
water and small molecular weight molecules are removed with the
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permeate. This offers the possibility of washing off impurities, thus
achieving greater levels of purity [18]. HF membranes are the pre-
ferred modules for TFF concentration as well as for buffer exchange
(diafiltration) of viruses because HF membranes provide wider
flow paths resulting in lower turbulence and shearing stress inside
the feed channels [19,20].

The objective of this study was the development of the first
downstream unit operations for a cell-culture-derived rVSV-S vac-
cine candidate, namely, endonuclease digestion, depth and mem-
brane filter clarification, and concentration and buffer exchange.
The suitable conditions to minimize shear-stress-induced lysis of
the enveloped rVSV-S and denaturation or shedding of the large,
membrane protruding spike protein during HF-TFF were thor-
oughly examined. A series of screening experiments examined
the sensitivity of rVSV-S to shear stress and established suitable
operating conditions for the scale-up of the first unit operations.
Scale-up experiments demonstrated the combined effect of the
first unit operations on rVSV-S infectivity recovery and load reduc-
tion of critical impurities such as HCPs and hc-DNA. We further
evaluated the possibility to improve rVSV-S recovery and the
removal of impurities using a flush of the system after HF-TFF
and the addition of a second stage of HF-TFF. The findings of this
study set a framework for subsequent purification steps (i.e. chro-
matography) for clinical preparations of rVSV-S, as described in our
article [21].
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell culture and virus production

Production of rVSV-S in a multi-tray (MT) - rVSV-S virus was
replicated in Vero cells (WHO Vero RCB 10–87) using serum-free
medium (SFM) (FLEX20, Biological Industries, Israel). Vero cells
were seeded into 6342 cm2 MTs (NUNC EasyFill Cell Factory Sys-
tem, Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. # 140400) at an initial density
of 5000 cells/cm2 and a total volume of 1000 ml SFM FLEX20 med-
ium. Typically, 3 to 6 MTs were grown in parallel, resulting in a
working volume of 3 to 6 L. Cells were grown to confluence in
the MT at 37 �C, 5% CO2, then infected with an estimated 0.1 mul-
tiplicities of infection (MOI) of rVSV-S. The rVSV-S replication
reached a plateau at 72 h in the MT at 37 �C, 5% CO2, and culture
medium supernatant was harvested into 3–6 one-liter flasks.

Production of rVSV-S in a bioreactor - For each bioreactor, 3–6
MTs containing 3–6 � 109 Vero cells were washed with PBS, tryp-
sinized using recombinant trypsin (10 mg/ml, Biological Industries,
Bet-Haemek), and seeded into a bioreactor containing Fibra-Cel
disks (Eppendorf) with SFM FLEX20. Following the attachment of
the cells to the Fibra-Cel disks, the cells continued to expand under
the following conditions: 37 �C, pH 7.1, and gentle agitation. Six
days after the Vero cells were seeded in the bioreactor, they were
infected by rVSV-S (MOI � 0.1). The rVSV-S replication reached a
plateau at 48 h in the bioreactors following which the culture
medium supernatant from the infected cells was harvested into a
5-liter bag (Flexboy, Sartorius Stedim Biotech, GmbH).
2.2. Endonuclease digestion of host cell DNA (hc-DNA)

MT and bioreactor harvested supernatants were subjected to
endonuclease digestion using Denerase endonuclease (20804–
5 M, GMP Grade, c-LEcta, Germany). Digestion was performed at
40 U/ml, 60 U/ml, or 80 U/ml in the presence of 2 mM MgCl2
(MA110, Spectrum) for 1, 2, or 3 h at 37 �C under constant and mild
agitation. At the end of digestion time endonuclease activity was
inhibited with 10-fold excess EDTA.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04608305
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04608305
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2.3. Clarification of viral harvested supernatant

Prior to TFF experiments, the endonuclease-digested viral har-
vested supernatant was clarified by a filter train of decreasing pore
sizes. For the clarification of cells and cell debris harvested from
the MT supernatant, filters with pore sizes of 3 lm (Sartopure
PP3, size 4, 0.018 m2, polypropylene, Sartorius) 1.2 lm (Sartopure
PP3, size 4, 0.013 m2, polypropylene, Sartorius) and 0.2 lm (Sarto-
pore platinum, size 4, 0.021 m2, polyethersulfone (PES), Sartorius)
were applied at a flow rate of 150 ml/min. For the clarification of
the supernatant from the bioreactors, filters with pore sizes of
3 lm (Sartopure PP3, size 5, 0.036 m2, polypropylene, Sartorius)
1.2 lm (Sartopure PP3, size 5, 0.026 m2, polypropylene, Sartorius)
and 0.2 lm (Sartopore platinum, size 7, 0.065 m2, PES, Sartorius)
were applied at a flow rate of 250 ml/min. Filters were previously
flushed and conditioned with working buffer containing 4% D-
trehalose (Pfanstiehl, Zug, Switzerland) and 100 mM NaCl (Merck)
in 20 mM Tris-HCl (Merck), pH 7.2.

The turbidity of the clarification samples was measured using a
turbidity meter (Eutech TN-100, Thermo Scientific) and is given in
nephelometric turbidity units (NTU). The measurement was per-
formed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.4. Tangential flow filtration on hollow fibers (HF-TFF)

The HF-TFF concentration and diafiltration stage was performed
using 500 kDa, 750 kDa, and 0.1 lm molecular weight cutoff
(MWCO), 225 cm2, and 750 kDa, 850 cm2 PES HF membrane car-
tridges (Cytiva, Marlborough, MA). HF-TFF was performed on a
commercial ultrafiltration system (KRONOS, Solaris Biotechnol-
ogy). Before the experiments, HF membranes were equilibrated
with working buffer (100 mM NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2,
and one of the following sugars: 2% or 4% sucrose (Sigma-
Aldrich)) and 2% or 4% D-trehalose. All filtration experiments were
performed at 9 ± 2 �C and in duplicate unless otherwise specified.
The cross-flow rate through the HF was expressed as shear rate in
units of s�1, which made it possible to scale-up or down between
cartridges. The shear rate within the fiber is given by Equation:
c = 4q/pR3 where c is shear rate (s�1), Q is the volumetric flow rate
through the fiber lumen (cm3/s per fiber), and R is fiber radius
(cm). The endonuclease-digested and clarified cell culture har-
vested supernatant was concentrated 3–4-fold by volume (to
300 ml) and then diafiltered against 5 � 300 ml of working buffer.
After achieving the desired diafiltration volume, the TFF loop was
completely drained and the virus in the retentate was recovered.
Samples of the final retentate and permeate were taken to assess
the process recovery as well as the clearance of processing impuri-
ties. Between experiments, HF cartridges were cleaned by flushing
with water (10 min, 10,000 s�1), NaOH (0.5 M, Merck, 30 min,
10,000 s�1), water (5 min � 2, 10,000 s�1), and Tris-HCl (1 M, pH
7.2, Merck, 10 min, 10,000 s�1). Cartridges were stored in a solu-
tion of sodium hydroxide (0.1 M).

2.5. Infectivity assay

The infectivity assay was performed as previously described [9].
Vero E6 cells were seeded in 6-well plates (7 � 105 cells/well) and
grown overnight in a growth medium. Serial dilutions of rVSV-S
were prepared in minimal essential medium (MEM) and used to
infect Vero E6 monolayers in duplicate (200 ml/well). Plates were
incubated for 1 h at 37 �C, 5% CO2, to allow the virus to penetrate
the cells. Then, 2 ml/well of overlay [MEM � 2 containing 0.4% tra-
gacanth (Merck, Israel)] was added to each well and the plates
were incubated at 37 �C, 5% CO2, for 72 h. The media were then
aspirated, and the cells were fixed and stained with 1 ml/well of
0.1% crystal violet solution (Biological Industries, Israel). The
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number of plaques in each well was determined, and the rVSV-S
titer was calculated. Each assay included a positive control plate
containing 6 replicates (wells) of a single, known sample dilution
and 2 negative control wells with MEM that did not contain a virus.
The titer in plaque-forming units (PFU)/ml for each of the samples
is the average of the values calculated from the tested dilutions.
The mean standard deviation of the assay was 0.05 Log10 PFU/ml
(range of 0.02–0.11) and the mean coefficient of variation (CV)
was 11% (range of 4%–18%).
2.6. Host cell protein (HCP) ELISA

The level of residual proteins of the Vero cells was measured
using a Vero host cell protein (HCP) ELISA kit (Cygnus Technolo-
gies, Southport, NC, USA), following the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. A total amount of 50 ml of diluted samples were added to
microtiter strips coated with an affinity-purified capture goat poly-
clonal anti-Vero cell antibody. The horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
enzyme-labeled anti-Vero cell antibody (goat polyclonal, 100 ml)
was added to wells and incubated for 2 h at 25 �C with shaking
at 500 rpm. The wells were washed 4 times with wash buffer to
remove any unbound reactants. An amount of 100 ml of 3,30,5,50

tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) solution was immediately added to
the plate and incubated at 25 �C for 30 min. The reaction was
stopped using 100 ml of 0.5 M H2SO4 stop solution and the absor-
bance was read at 450 nm using a CLARIOstar multi-mode reader
(BMG LABTECH, Ortenberg, Germany). All standards, controls,
and samples were assayed in duplicate; 2 different dilutions of
the sample were tested. The residual Vero HCP concentration
(ng/ml) in a tested sample was calculated by interpolation from a
4-parameter nonlinear fit regression of the standard curve after
subtracting the blank.
2.7. DNA fragment size determination

DNA was extracted from the samples using a DNA QIAamp DNA
Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the blood and body fluids pro-
tocol in the QIAcube robot and was recovered in a 100 ll elution
volume in ddH2O. The DNA fragment sizes were assessed using
the TapeStation 4200 device (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
CA) with a high-sensitivity DNA screen tape.
2.8. Quantitation of Vero cell residual DNA by qPCR

The concentration of Vero cell residual DNA was determined by
quantitative PCR (qPCR) using resDNASEQTM Quantitative Vero DNA
Kit, based on a TaqMan real-time qPCR technology (Applied Biosys-
tems, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Host cell DNA was first isolated
and recovered with magnetic beads using a PrepSEQ Residual
DNA Sample Preparation Kit (Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher
Scientific). A DNA standard curve was prepared by serial
10 � dilutions of the control Vero DNA. Nuclease-free water was
used as a negative control. All samples were diluted in DDB
(DNA Dilution Buffer). A reaction mix was prepared according to
the kit’s instructions and added to wells in a white 96-well plate
(20 ml/well, in duplicates). Then, DNA samples (standards or
unknowns) were added (10 ml/well), and the plate was transferred
to a LightCycler� 96 Instrument (Roche Life Science). At the end of
the reaction, the DNA concentration in the tested sample was back-
calculated by interpolation from a linear regression fit of the stan-
dard curve. The assay was linear in the concentration range of
0.03–300 ng/ml. The limit of detection (LOD) and quantitation
(LOQ) reached 1 ng/ml and 3.1 ng/ml, respectively. The assay had
a relative standard deviation (RSD) of 4.8%.
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3. Results and discussion

Endonuclease digestion, clarification, concentration, and buffer
exchange are the first unit operations in most DSPs of viral vacci-
nes [13]. Their main purposes are to reduce nucleic acid contami-
nation and solution viscosity, to clarify large particles
(microcarriers, cell debris, organelles, etc.), and to concentrate
and partially remove impurities (e.g., harvested supernatant, HCPs,
and hc-DNA) for subsequent purification stages. rVSV-S is a com-
plex bioparticle covered with a lipid envelope and the bulky
SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins. A series of experiments were required
to apply the first unit operations for the rVSV-S DSP, with the least
effect on the structural integrity and infectivity.
3.1. Endonuclease digestion of hc-DNA

Host-cell-derived DNA (hc-DNA) is part of a semi-stable chro-
matin hetero-complex consisting of nucleosomal arrays (DNA + his-
tone proteins), single nucleosomes, DNA, and non-histone proteins
[22]. Chromatin contamination is known to associate with the viral
particles, resulting in co-purification, virus aggregation, and
increased solution viscosity [23,24]. In addition, to eliminate
potential oncogenes or other functional DNA sequences, the regu-
latory requirements set the acceptable DNA levels between 10 ng
and 10 pg per dose with a size of less than 200 base pairs, depend-
ing on the type of product, medical indication, production host, and
administration route [13]. Although rVSV-S do not require cell
lysis, because the virus is secreted by the producer cell through a
budding process [19], some hc-DNA is released into the medium
by fragmented Vero cells.

The effect of nonspecific endonuclease (Denerase) concentra-
tions and incubation time on DNA fragment size degradation,
which facilitates DNA removal during TFF, was investigated.
Fig. 1 depicts the determination of the size distribution of the
DNA fragments following digestion at 40 U/ml, 60 U/ml, or 80 U/
ml for 1, 2, or 3 h at 37 �C. Higher enzyme concentration than 40
U/ml and longer incubation than 2 h did not improve substantially
DNA degradation efficiency. Due to upstream process variation,
treatment with 60 U/ml endonuclease for 3 h at 37 �C was selected
to ensure optimal DNA degradation.

Thus, rVSV-S harvested supernatants from 4 independent MT
batches with a concentration of 2 ± 0.5 � 107 PFU/ml were treated
with endonuclease at 60 U/ml for 3 h at 37 �C. At the end of diges-
tion time endonuclease activity was inhibited with 10-fold excess
EDTA. Samples of the harvested supernatant contained
Fig. 1. Size of DNA fragments after endonuclease digestion. rVSV-S harvested supernatan
or 80 U/ml (C) in the presence of 2 mM MgCl2 for 1 (blue), 2 (yellow) or 3 (green) hour
inhibited with 10-fold excess EDTA. The samples were analyzed using a TapeStation 4200
are double-stranded DNA fragments with known sizes of 15 and 10,380 bp (lower and upp
representative of two independent experiments.
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18500 ± 450 ng/ml DNA. After the endonuclease digestion, the
samples contained 20 ± 13 ng/ml DNA, a reduction in the DNA con-
centration of 99.9%.

The infectivity assay performed after the endonuclease diges-
tion (60 U/ml, 3 h, 37 �C) revealed that the infectivity of rVSV-S
remained unchanged. Together, these results indicate that endonu-
clease digestion can significantly reduce the hc-DNA concentration
and fragment size without impairing the infectivity of rVSV-S.
3.2. Clarification of viral harvested supernatant

Host cell debris, large aggregates, and insoluble impurities
found in the harvested supernatant burden subsequent DSP unit
operations. Consequently, an early clarification filter train of
decreasing pore sizes is required after viral harvesting [25]. In
choosing the filter train, we considered the facts that enveloped
viruses, because of their lipidic envelope, are more prone to
adsorption and that the maximum cell debris size, estimated using
inverted microscopy, was approximately 5 lm. Thus, we chose a
scalable filter train composed of 3 lm and 1.2 lm inert polypropy-
lene depth filters, and a 0.2 lm membrane filter. Endonuclease-
digested rVSV-S harvested supernatants from 6 independent MT
harvested batches with a concentration of 5 ± 3 � 106 PFU/ml were
used for the clarification experiments. The results were assessed by
infectivity assay and turbidity reduction. Using this filter train, a
high recovery of 82 ± 5%, was obtained, similar to the obtained
recovery during the clarification of lentivirus and adeno-
associated virus [26], and Orf virus [27]. Turbidity values of the
harvested supernatant were 14.9 ± 3 NTU and following clarifica-
tion values of 6.9 ± 1.2 NTU were obtained, demonstrating approx-
imately 50% decrease in turbidity with the different viral harvested
batches.

In order to examine the efficiency of endonuclease digestion
after clarification, 60U/ml of endonuclease was added to 2 inde-
pendent MT batches of rVSV-S clarified supernatant with a concen-
tration of 2 ± 0.5 � 107 PFU/ml. The recovery obtained using the
3 lm, 1.2 lm, and 0.2 lm filter train was 89 ± 3%, as compared
to 82 ± 5% recovery obtained when endonuclease digestion was
performed before clarification. At the end of digestion time (3 h
at 37 �C) endonuclease activity was inhibited with 10-fold excess
EDTA. Samples treated with endonuclease after clarification pre-
sented DNA removal efficiencies of 99.97%, similar to DNA removal
efficiencies prior to clarification (99.9%). Considering the impor-
tance of DNA digestion to harvested supernatant viscosity reduc-
tion, in particular when upscaling the clarification process
t was treated with nonspecific endonuclease (Denerase) at 40 U/ml (A), 60 U/ml (B)
s at 37 �C. Control-non-digested DNA fragments (Black). Endonuclease activity was
device with a high-sensitivity DNA screen tape. The high-sensitivity D5000 markers
er marker, respectively), which are embedded in the buffer of each sample. Data are
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[23,24,28], endonuclease treatment was performed prior to clarifi-
cation in all further experiments.
3.3. HF-TFF screening

Concentration and buffer exchange (diafiltration) is an impor-
tant stage in the DSP of rVSV-S to reduce viral harvested volume,
achieve buffer exchanges, and reduce the impurity load for the
subsequent purification stages. HF-TFF MWCO and operational
parameters should be carefully selected to minimize viral particle
loss and damage due to shear-stress-induced lysis of the enveloped
rVSV-S and the denaturation of the protruding spike protein. In a
series of screening experiments, we examined the effects of HF
MWCO, shear rate, and transmembrane pressure (TMP) on mem-
brane fouling (correlated to flux variations) and rVSV-S infectivity.
Endonuclease-digested and clarified rVSV-S harvested super-
natants from MTs with a concentration of 5 ± 3 � 106 PFU/ml were
used during the screening experiments.
3.3.1. Rejection of rVSV-S as a function of HF membrane MWCO
Intact rVSV is approximately 70 nm in diameter and 180 nm

long [5]. To select the HF membrane with the largest pore size that
rejects rVSV-S, HF with 500 kDa, 750 kDa, and 0.1 lm MWCO were
selected, according to the HF manufacturer’s guide. These HF mem-
branes were screened in a preliminary study for the rejection of
viral particles. Batches of 800 ml of endonuclease-digested and
clarified harvested virus were concentrated 3-fold with the
500 kDa, 750 kDa, and 0.1 lm HF. For each HF, three shear rates
were examined, 8000 s�1, 10,000 s�1, and 12,000 s�1, to assess
whether high shear rates could be used with complete rejection
of the rVSV-S. HF rejection was examined by performing a viral
infectivity assay on the permeate reservoir samples. For all shear
rates examined, the 500 kDa and 750 kDa HF completely rejected
the viral particles. Full permeation was observed for rVSV-S with
the 0.1 lm HF, probably due to its narrow dimension of approxi-
mately 70 nm. Next, we compared Vero HCP removal by 500 and
750 kDa HF. Endonuclease-digested and clarified harvested virus
(800 ml) was concentrated 3-fold and diafiltered by a factor of 5
at shear rates of 10,000 s�1 and 12,000 s�1. HCP was reduced by
67% and 63% for 500 kDa HF at shear rates of 10,000 s�1,
12,000 s�1, respectively, and 75% and 82% for 750 kDa HF at shear
rates of 10,000 s�1, 12,000 s�1, respectively. Based on these results,
the 750 kDa HF, which allows the removal of larger amounts of
HCP, reduces the membrane area requirements, and reduces the
processing time, was chosen for further evaluation.
Table 1
The effect of TMP and shear rates on rVSV-S infectivity recovery during concentration
and diafiltration using a 225 cm2 750 kD MWCO HF membrane.

TMP
(Bar)

Number of
experiments

Shear rate
(s�1)

Infectivity recoverya

(%)

0.5 3 8,000 23 ± 7
0.5 3 9,000 37 ± 16
1 3 9,000 33 ± 15
0.5 4 10,000 39 ± 15
1 3 10,000 23 ± 5
0.5 4 12,000 44 ± 20

a Infectivity recovery values are means ± standard error of the means.
3.3.2. Characterization of the shear stress sensitivity of rVSV-S
To study the sensitivity of rVSV-S towards shear stress, clarified

and endonuclease-digested harvested virus (300 ml) was continu-
ously circulated on 750 kDa HF at different wall shear rates
(12,000 s�1, 9,000 s�1, and 6,000 s�1, 30 min at each shear rate)
and zero flux. A continuous decline in rVSV-S infectivity was
observed following the exposure to the 3 shear rates, reaching a
93 ± 5% loss of infectivity at the end of the circulation. We then
evaluated the stabilizing effect of sugar additives on rVSV-S
[29,30] against shear stress by repeating the study (in duplicate)
after the addition of D-trehalose or sucrose at 2% or 4% (w/v).
The addition of either 2% D-trehalose or 2% sucrose decreased
the infectivity loss at the end of circulation to 87 ± 5%. A larger sta-
bilizing effect was obtained with either sugar additive at 4%,
decreasing the infectivity loss following circulation to 80 ± 4%.
4% D-trehalose was chosen for further studies due to its wide use
as a viral vaccine stabilizer [31].
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3.3.3. TMP and shear rate optimization
To select the optimal conditions during concentration and

diafiltration of the clarified and endonuclease-digested rVSV-S har-
vested supernatant using the 750 kDa HF, a screen of rVSV-S recov-
ery as a function of TMP and shear rate was performed. The
concentration factor was 3–4 and the diafiltration factor was 5
for all conditions examined. At shear rates of 4000 s�1 and
6000 s�1 and a TMP of 0.5, a 10–15-fold reduction in the flux (ex-
pressed as L/m2/h, LMH) was observed during the concentration
due to fouling of the membrane. Flux reduction continued through
the diafiltration, leading to the complete fouling of the membrane
and the early termination of the run (data not shown). The most
probable cause for the observed impediment of fluid flux is a
buildup of a gel-like layer of solution components (e.g. cell debris
and HCPs) on the membrane surface [32]. We, therefore, examined
higher shear rates of 8000–12,000 s�1 while maintaining a low
TMP of 0.5–1. Under these conditions, a more efficient tangen-
tial sweeping action helps to wash solution components back into
the retentate, reducing the accumulation of the gel-like layer.

The results of the rVSV-S recovery for the various shear rates
and TMPs examined are summarized in Table 1. No significant dif-
ferences were observed between the virus recoveries and the flux
versus the filtrate volume graphs at the different shear rates/TMPs
examined. For all shear rates and TMPs, similar 3-fold decay in the
flux during the 3–4-fold concentration was observed (data not
shown), due to the formation of the gel-like layer of impurities
and viral particles. During diafiltration, a fresh addition of working
buffer combined with the tangential sweeping action of the cross-
flow at the membrane surface prevented further fouling of the
membrane and stabilized the flux. The overall processing time dur-
ing the concentration and diafiltration of rVSV-S in the range of
8,000 s�1-12,000 s�1 and a TMP of 0.5–1 was also similar.

Our results indicate the existence of a critical shear rate
(8,000 s�1), below which fast and complete fouling of the HF mem-
brane occurs. Above this shear rate, there is lower fouling by solu-
tion impurities during concentration, improved tangential
sweeping action during diafiltration, and optimum recovery of
infectious particles. The maximal shear rate that can be used in
the next scale-up step is derived from the operating capability of
the TFF system, the turbulent flow conditions in the reservoir tank,
and the shear sensitivity of rVSV-S.
3.4. Scaling up the rVSV-S DSP

The ability to scale-up a process is a key factor in DSP develop-
ment. Thus, we scaled up our process based on the results of our
screening experiments. rVSV-S was harvested from 3.5 L bioreac-
tors instead of 1 L MTs. The average rVSV-S concentration in the
bioreactors was 6 ± 4 � 108 PFU/ml, two orders of magnitude
higher than in the MTs. A filter train composed of 3, 1.2, and
0.2 lm pore sizes with a 2–3-fold larger membrane area was used
for clarification. An approximately 4-fold increase (from 225 cm2
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to 850 cm2) in the surface area of the HF membrane was used
while maintaining the same membrane material, pore size, chan-
nel height, and shear rate.

Pooled harvested supernatant from 2 bioreactors was
endonuclease-digested and clarified as described in the materials
and methods section. The solution was divided into six 1.5 L indi-
vidual runs. In each run, the solution was concentrated 4-fold and
diafiltered 5 times against the working buffer (4% D-trehalose and
100 mM NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2). The shear rate during
concentration and diafiltration was set to the maximal 10,000 s�1

the system can reach with the scaled-up HF membrane. At these
conditions, a TMP of a maximum of 0.9 bar was maintained
throughout the process and the turbulence in the reservoir tank
was moderate. To evaluate the contribution of the accumulated
layer of rVSV-S on the HF membrane surface to the total recovery
of the virus, a small volume of working buffer was used to flush the
membrane surface, tubing, and reservoir after the recovery of the
retentate. In addition, to investigate the effect of the second stage
of concentration and diafiltration on the removal of the major
product-related impurities (HCPs and hc-DNA), a pool of retentates
and flushes from the 6 TFF runs of the 2 bioreactors (4 L total) was
concentrated 5-fold and diafiltered 5 times against the working
buffer. A scheme of the scale-up experiments is presented in
Fig. 2. The recovery of infectious rVSV-S and the concentration of
Fig. 2. Scheme of VSV-S DSP scale up experiments. Pooled VSV-S harvest supernata
clarification-VSV-S harvest was digested using 60 U/mL endonuclease for 3 h at 37 �C an
TFF I- Digested and clarified solution was divided into 6 individual runs. In each run the s
Trehalose and 100 mM NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2). After recovery of the retentate, w
A pool of retentates and flushes from the 6 TFF I runs was concentrated 5-fold and diafi
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HCPs and hc-DNA from the first and second stages of concentration
and diafiltration were determined.

Table 2 presents the viral titer and the residual levels of HCPs
and hc-DNA in the three stages used in this study: endonuclease-
digestion and the clarification of Vero cell harvested supernatant,
first TFF stage (TFF I, 6 individual runs), and second TFF stage
(TFF II, pool of the 6 retentates and flushes). The results of two
independent scale-up experiments (scale-up experiments 1 and
2) are presented.

Similar recoveries were obtained in the two experiments for the
three stages, despite a 4-fold higher titer in scale-up experiment 2
than in scale-up experiment 1, due to upstream process variation.
Overall, approximately 60% of the viral infectivity was lost during
the DSP: 20% during the endonuclease-digestion and clarification,
30% during the first TFF, and an additional 10% during the second
TFF. The flushing of the membrane surface, tubing, and reservoir
after the first TFF contributed only 8–15% of the recovery in each
run (data not shown). This low recovery during the flushes indi-
cates that only a small layer of rVSV-S is accumulated on the HF
membrane and the efficient tangential sweeping action at a shear
rate of 10,000 s�1. Thus, these results may indicate the sensitivity
of rVSV-S to shear stress as the reason for the 40% loss of infectivity
of rVSV-S during the first and second TFF stages.

Residual HCPs and hc-DNA are the results of Vero cell break-
down following infection. The results showed that 20–30% of the
nt from 2 bioreactors was processed through three stages: Endonuclease and
d clarified using 3, 1.2 lm polypropylene depth filters and 0.2 lm membrane filter.
olution was concentrated 4-fold and diafiltrated 5 times against working buffer (4%
orking buffer was used to flush the membrane surface, tubing and reservoir. TFF II-
ltrated 5 times against working buffer.



Table 2
Performance overview of the two scaled-up rVSV-S purification processes.

Parameter Scale-Up Experiment 1 Scale-Up Experiment 2

Harvested
sup.

Endonuclease + clarification TFF I TFF II Harvested
sup.

Endonuclease + clarification TFF I TFF II

Titer per run
(1010 PFU)

– 9.9 ± 1.9 6.1 ± 1 30 – 38 ± 7 21 ± 3 102

Recovery (%) – 83 52 42 – 80 44 35
Total titer

(1010 PFU)
71 59 37 30 289 231 127 102

Total Vero HCP (mg) 524.7 366.4 112.5 18.2 523 414 152 73
PFU/mg Vero HCP 1.3 � 109 1.6 � 109 3.2 � 109 1.6 � 1010 5.5 � 109 5.5 � 109 8.3 � 109 1.1 � 1010

Vero HCP purification
factora

1� 1.2� 2.4� 12.2� 1� 1� 1.5� 2.1�

Total hc-DNA (lg) 1,484 12 8.5 2 9,800 80.2 24.4 5
PFU/lg hc-DNA 4.8 � 108 5 � 1010 4.3 � 1010 1.5 � 1011 3 � 108 2.9 � 1010 5.2 � 1010 2 � 1011

hc-DNA purification
factora

1� 103.7� 90.3� 313.5� 1� 97.7� 176.3� 692�

a Purification factors were calculated based on the starting harvested supernatant (sup.).
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HCPs were removed during the clarification, 40–50% during the
first TFF, and 15–18% during the second TFF. Overall, 86–97% of
the HCPs were removed during the three stages. However, taking
into consideration the recovery of infectious viral particles, the
resulting HCP purification factor was low (approximately 2) except
for the second TFF in scale-up experiment 1 (12.2). The results of
the residual hc-DNA revealed that 94–96% of the hc-DNA was
removed during the endonuclease-digestion and clarification, and
the remaining 4–6%, was removed during the first and second
TFF. Overall, 99% of the hc-DNA were removed during the 3 stages
used during the scale-up experiments.

The residual levels ofHCPs after the secondTFF stagewere26,000
and 109,000 ng/ml in scale-up experiments 1 and 2, respectively.
Although no clear specifications for residual levels of HCPs were
established by regulatory agencies, acceptable HCP levels are usu-
ally in the range of a few hundreds of ng per dose [33]. Thus, further
advanced unit operations, including purification and polishing, are
required to meet the acceptable HCP levels. Advanced unit opera-
tions of viral vaccines are typically performed by chromatography
using three different types of stationary phases: packed beds, mem-
brane adsorbers, andmonoliths, implemented in size-exclusion, ion
exchange, affinity, hydrophobic-interaction, andmixed-mode chro-
matography [13]. Chromatography is easily scaled-up with high
capacity and offers important advantages such as the use of high
flow rates and preservation of labile viruses, importantly advanta-
geous for purification of the rVSV-S [34].

The residual levels of hc-DNA after the second TFF stage were
2.9 ng/ml for scale-up experiment 1 and 5 ng/ml for scale-up
experiment 2. The final concentration of the virus in experiment
1 was 3.6 � 108 PFU/ml and 8.3 � 108 PFU/ml in experiment 2.
Considering the intended dose of rVSV-S for phase I and II clinical
trials which is up to 1 � 108 PFU/dose (https://clinicaltrials.gov/
ct2/show/NCT04608305) the residual levels of hc-DNA are sub-
stantially lower than the 10 ng per dose recommended by the
WHO, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the Euro-
pean Pharmacopoeia based on case-by-case risk assessment [35].

The results of the scale-up experiments demonstrate that the
set of parameters found in the screening experiments are scalable
as long as the proportions between the harvested suspension con-
tent to membrane surface area ratio, in both clarification filters and
HF membranes, are kept.

4. Conclusions

rVSV-S is a vaccine candidate under development by IIBR for
controlling the COVID-19 pandemic. The objective of this study
was to systematically examine and establish the parameters of
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the first unit operations of the DSP, namely, endonuclease diges-
tion, clarification, and HF-TFF aimed to remove large particles,
reduce the load of impurities, and concentrate and exchange the
buffer of viral harvested supernatant. Retaining the infectivity of
the rVSV-S during the DSP was challenged by shear sensitivity of
the enveloped rVSV-S and its membrane protruding spike protein.
Endonuclease digestion and filter train clarification reduced host
cell debris, large aggregates, insoluble impurities, and turbidity
below 10 NTU and removed 85% of the hc-DNA found in the har-
vested virus. In a series of screening experiments, we found that
a 750 kDa MWCO HF membrane completely rejected the viral par-
ticles and that the addition of 4% D-trehalose stabilized rVSV-S
during HF-TFF. Considering virus recovery, membrane fouling,
and processing time, shear rates in the range of 8,000–12,000 s�1

and a low TMP of 0.5–1 were found as the optimal operating con-
ditions for the next step of the DSP scale-up.

Scale-up experiments examined the combined effect of the first
unit operations on viral recovery and the removal of critical impu-
rities. A flush of the system after the recovery of the retentate from
the first HF-TFF and the second stage of HF-TFF was added to
examine its effect on viral recovery and impurity removal. Overall,
during the DSP, approximately 40% of viral recovery was obtained
while 86–97% of the HCPs were removed and the regulatory
requirements of less than 10 ng host cell DNA per dose were
met. The addition of the second stage of HF-TFF reduced viral
recovery by 10% while removing 15–18% of the total HCPs. The
addition of the second TFF stage to a complete downstream man-
ufacturing process should be considered based on its specific con-
tribution relative to the next advanced unit operations
(purification and polishing).

The data from the bioprocess developed and reported here
showed that by optimizing the shear rate, the TMP, and the sugar
additives, the effective recovery of concentrated rVSV-S and simul-
taneous removal of significant amounts of HCPs and hc-DNA can be
achieved. The application of these findings will set the foundation
for the development of a complete downstream manufacturing
process that includes the subsequent purification and polishing
unit operations (i.e. chromatography) [21] for clinical preparations
of rVSV-S. Additionally, the results from this study will contribute
to the knowledge of the DSP of other vaccines based on the rVSV
platform.
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